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Dedicated to the cherished bond of friendship. In the pages
of this tale, we explore the enduring power of camaraderie

and the magic of storytelling.
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FOREWORD

In this captivating journey, discover the whispers
of the Vector Axe Chronicles and embark on a
thrilling exploration of mystery, justice, and
friendship.
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PREFACE

Step into the imaginative minds of Shrikanta Jilla
and Arushh Chakravarthy Tiramdas as they share
the origins of their storytelling collaboration and
the inspiration behind this gripping mystery.
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PROLOGUE

Unveiling secrets and setting the stage for a tale
that will keep you on the edge of your seat.
Welcome to the world of the Vector Axe
Chronicles.
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1. UNVEILING THE ENIGMA

Boss and First Man

There was the �rst man who was working in an of�ce,

He worked day and night. One day, his boss came to
see his work. He gave him his �le; his boss had been
watching it for a long time. Suddenly, he shouted. The man
got scared, the boss kept an angry face. Suddenly, the Tea
Deliverer came. He diverted the topic, and he took this
man out.

 

First Man and his past with Tea
Deliverer

Tea Deliverer was his friend (The First Man’s Friend).
He said that he was coming to save the man from his boss.
He said "Do you remember me? "Tea Deliverer
exclaimed). First the man said "No". Tea Deliverer asked
"How do you remember me? You got a hurt on your head
when you were small. This incident happened when you
were staying with me in an orphanage. You lost all your
memories, you were on the bed for 16 years, you go this
hurt because when you were small and you were playing
cricket with me at that time, when you were 6 years and I
was 2 years elder than you later, stranger came and tried to
man hit you because the boy tried to hit you directly hatted
a ball to him mistakenly, and he bet you with an axe in the
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meantime villagers took me to house and you to hospital".
The man was shocked. This was the reason why the tea
Deliverer did not study well and was working as a tea
deliverer in this of�ce. “That is the reason I recognized you
and helped you” said the Tea Deliverer.
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2. THE BULLIED LIFE

Andrew was bullied

A man named Andrew studied in a private school, and
he studied well till he came to a college called "Richard’s
College". One day, but also on the �rst day of college, he
was sincere and was studying well, but everyone was
teasing him. One day, a boy came with his gang called
Ballais Gang. They asked him to do all their homework.
Andrew silently refused. They got angry and started
beating him. They stopped him when he was bleeding, they
left this innocent guy. This innocent guy was taken to
hospital. The doctor said that he was beaten so much that
he became mentally mad slowly, his studies got worse, and
his rank decreased.

Andrew's move and its consequences

He turned 20 years old. At that time, again, the Baillas
Gang came and �exed in front of him because they became
big people. This man got mad and angry. He was walking
on the road. Anger came suddenly. A ball came in his
direction. It hit him so hard that he started bleeding. He
got so mad and angry that he took an axe and went in that
boy’s direction and bit the boy.

Next day, he was a patient in a hospital with that boy
whom he tried to murder. They were both being treated at
the same time. Andrew got a small pain. He recovered fast
and was discharged from the hospital.
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After 16 years, he got information that the boy he tried
to murder had been discharged from hospital now. The
Boy was the �rst man mentioned in the story before.
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3. THE DIVINE AXE GIFT

Justin and his pooja

A boy who was devoted to God. His name was Justin.
He did everything for God every day. One day, he was
doing his pooja to God peacefully. At the stage of this
pooja, you must close your eyes and shouldn’t move and
ignore sounds.

A gang raided his house. The name of the gang was
"Boss Gang". They were thieves. They were appointed to

kill Justin’s father; Justin was on the 2nd �oor of the house
and his father was on the �rst �oor. It was calm and
peaceful. Suddenly, the boss gang entered the house they
killed. Justin’s father and they took all the valuables from
the house. Justin couldn’t recognize the sound because he
was in high concentration and the boss gang ran away
without leaving any proof, then Justin completed his pooja.

Justice to Justin

that his dad was dead. He was sad and crying. Then he
did pooja to God a lot and then he called God and God
would accept only one wish.

He (Justin) asked God to give him a weapon to kill the
gang for justice. God told this axe is gone a change to
seven hands. The Axe’s name was “Vector Axe". Justin took
the axe. God gave an instruction "whoever uses this is
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immediately killed by some other person with other
weapons except this axe”.

Then he killed the main leader of the gang. His name
was Bland. With this axe, only one person will be killed.
Other than the boss, all were killed. Justin and the boss
were also killed by the axe. Justice couldn’t kill other
members of the gang because it was the axe rule told
before by God. A person who has the axe can kill one
person and the axe will be deactivated, it will go into the
other person’s hand.
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4. A SURGEON'S
REVELATION

Dr. Ben's son was hit

A doctor named DR Ben. He was a Surgeon. He was
in an operation. Suddenly, he got a call from

His wife said that his child had been killed by a man
with an axe. The doctor was suddenly worried and sent his
assistant doctor and took his son immediately and sent him
to the operation theater.

Dr. Ben seen worst

His wife was outside. Suddenly, Dr. Ben’s operation
patient came out and his wife suddenly said, "he was the
man who hit our son with an axe". Dr. Ben was shocked
and said, “Are you sure about it?" He was not able to
survive because he died while he was going to hospital".
Suddenly, news came that a person had been killed by an
axe murderer. His name is bland, he was also killed.
Suddenly, the other doctor said that his child was dead. Dr
Ben was shocked and angry and frustrated the next day,
started investigating the axe and started getting information
about who got killed with the mystery axe.
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5. A NURSE'S NIGHTMARE

Jessica's intro

A woman named Jessica was working in a hospital as a
nurse. One day in an operation. The Doctor was doing
surgery and she was helping the Doctor. The operation
was not successful because of a heart attack.

Jessica saw the worst and her reaction

The patient’s who died, his child’s name was Joey.

He got information that his father had died. He got so
angry, and he went to the doctor and said, “Why couldn’t
you save my dad?” The doctor said, “it was out of my
hands”. At that time, Joey got so angry that an axe came
from nowhere and into his hands and he killed the doctor
in seconds.

Jessica was shocked and she was running for her life
fast. She ran to her house. She was scared a lot and talked
about the incident to her mother. She said, “I saw the
Doctor get killed by an axe.” The mother said, “Don’t get
scared, we will call the police”.

Joey hanged

The police raided the hospital and caught Joey, took
him to court. Joey’s punishment was declared as death in
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court. Jessica revealed the truth and Joey died.

Jessica was happy and she went to her house.

She saw the television suddenly; the news came that
two people had been killed by an axe. She was shocked to
see the same axe on television. She recognized the axe as
the axe which Joey used to kill the Doctor.
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6. THE SINISTER GANG

The SMM and their �ght

Once there was a gang named ‘SMM Gang’ in which
there were three members. Their names were Sam,
Michael, and Mackie.

They had an enemy, because they were betrayed in
their (enemy) hands, they were ready to �ght with them.

They had a big �ght where the SMM Gang killed the
enemy gang and got immediately killed because they got
vector axe respectively one by one. The �ght had created a
big chaos which destroyed the whole street, where walls
broke, and buildings were damaged.

Richard and his roomates

Then a man named Richard saw and was shocked
because he saw the vector axe before. He saw SMM Gang
dying in front of his eyes. He showed this �ght to his
roommates Flamine and Carie too. They were in shock for
some days. Then Richard started to live in a town called
Petrogeme alone, his fellow roommates Flamine and Carie
refused to go with him. Dr. Ben a moved to that place
because of some family issues and Petrogeme was Jessica’s
hometown, she shifted there for peace.

The �ght ended where no one lived. Only three
persons would live. They’re lived Richard who came for
research about axe and with him there lived Carie and
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Flamine, these two people never knew about Richard
because he refused every time they asked and one day they
left about it.
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7. THE CONVERGENCE

The three unknown people

One day, Dr. Ben was doing research in a library, at
that time, Jessica was coming from the market at the end
of the street where market was there, there was a library
called "Petrogeme Public Library" she wanted to go inside
because she wanted to see whether new books related to
axe came or not and Richard was research about the town
whether anybody was killed by the axe. Then he entered
the library to �nd information about it.

They met

Suddenly, Dr. Ben and Jessica met each other and
asked each other “why are you here?” Dr. Ben said, "I
came here to research about the axe, what about you?" and
Jessica said, "I came here to see whether any new books
came related to the axe", then in middle Richard had heard
the conversation, and he said "I came here to research
whether anybody was killed here in this town with that
axe"

Their action

Then they all came together and gathered a lot of
information about the axe. The information they got was
the names of who died, how and by whom. They were
shocked that they got all these easily. But suddenly there
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entered two people Flamen and Carie who lived with
Richard and didn’t want to shift to Petrogeme, they were
trying to steal the information about the axe, but they were
seen and kicked out.

The worst happened

From the information. They have 12 names. They
didn’t get 1 more murder information, suddenly from
nowhere, Dr Ben got axe and killed Richard after some
time Dr Ben got heart attack. On seeing this, Jessica
became sad and angry because Richard was only her best
friend to Jessica. Later, she forgot about it and lived with
her family.

One day, Jessica was exploring her town where she
lives. She met Flamen, who was asking her about vector
axe, where she asked him to never think of the vector axe.
Then suddenly some magic happened, and Flamen was
killed by Carie with the vector axe.



Epilogue: The Unveiling
In the �nal revelation, the true nature of the Vector Axe

is unveiled. Its origins, purpose, and the consequences it
bestows upon its wielders are laid bare. As the characters'
journeys of vengeance and justice come to a head, the
enigma surrounding the axe begins to dissolve, leaving the
readers with a haunting understanding of its power.

 





Afterword
Dear Reader,

As we reach the conclusion of the Vector Axe
Chronicles, I want to express my heartfelt gratitude.
Writing this story, co-authored with my dear friend Arushh
Chakravarthy Tiramdas during our seventh-grade
escapades, has been an incredible journey.

This tale wouldn’t exist without the spark of youthful
imagination and the enduring bonds of friendship. The
characters and events have taken on a life of their own,
evolving from our scribbles in the classroom to this
published work.

I hope you’ve found the story as thrilling to read as it
was to write. The Vector Axe Chronicles is a testament to
the power of shared dreams, and I'm honored to share it
with you.

Remember, every great story begins with a blank page,
a vision, and a dash of creativity. I encourage you to create
your adventures and embrace the magic of storytelling.

Thank you for being a part of this adventure.

Warmest regards,

Shrikanta Jilla





Reader Discussion Question
Character Transformation: The main character, who

lost his memory, undergoes a signi�cant transformation.
How did his memory loss impact his choices and
personality? Discuss the pivotal moments that led to his
character development.

Themes of Revenge and Justice: The story revolves
around themes of revenge and justice. How do characters
like Andrew, Justin, and Dr. Ben seek justice, and how does
it differ from seeking revenge? Which approach do you
�nd more compelling, and why?

The Vector Axe: The Vector Axe is a central element in
the story. What is the signi�cance of this mystical weapon,
and how does it affect the characters who wield it? Discuss
its role in the plot and its symbolism.

Friendship and Loyalty: Explore the theme of friendship
and loyalty in the story. How does the Tea Deliverer’s
loyalty to the �rst man impact the plot? In what ways does
loyalty or betrayal drive the actions of other characters?

The Power of Faith: Justin’s strong faith and devotion
to God play a crucial role in the story. Discuss the impact
of faith on Justin’s actions and the consequences of his
divine request for a weapon. How does faith drive his quest
for justice?

The Unseen Enemy: The story introduces an enemy
gang that the SMM Gang confronts. What is the nature of
this enemy, and what secrets surround them? Speculate on
the mysterious elements of the story related to the unseen
enemy.

Narrative Structure: The story is divided into chapters
with varying perspectives and characters. How does this
narrative structure impact your reading experience? Do
you �nd it effective in building suspense and intrigue?

Moral Dilemmas: Many characters face moral
dilemmas and tough choices throughout the story. Identify
some of these dilemmas and discuss how the characters



resolve them. What would you have done in their
situations?

Fate and Coincidence: Re�ect on the role of fate and
coincidence in the story. How do random events and
unexpected twists shape the characters' destinies? Is there a
greater force at play in the events of the narrative?

Unanswered Questions: The story leaves some
questions unanswered. What are some unresolved
mysteries or loose ends in the plot? Share your theories or
interpretations of these open-ended elements.





Most Requested- Other Parts
of The Story?

Yes, another part of the story could be coming soon.
The story will be about Jessica’s Life with vector axe. The
story will be more based on the topic of Jessica trying to
stop people using vector axe, there will be an adventurous
mystery where Jessica will stop the vector axe usage by
people.

Write or paste your content here…






